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2011-12 Parent Survey Comments

How could the district improve Parent Teacher Conferences to better meet your needs as a 

parent?

Offer a couple nights for the high school. It never fails that I have a meeting or work obligation that I cannot change the 

night of conferences. 

The way it's set up right now seems to work all right.

Went well this past year.

Careing about the kids more and not look down on them becouse them are not doing good in school.

More dates.

private (high school)

We feel that you do a pretty good job with this but maybe feel it would be more personable and private if they were not all 

in one gym for everyone to hear your discussions.

We feel Elementary Conferences are fine, maybe a bit more emphasis on what the kids are working on or NEED to be 

working on rather than standardized tests. We like the flexibility of dates and times and appointments, it makes you feel 

like the school has made time for you and you need to be there. High school conferences are rough… I can’t imagine how 

difficult these are to schedule, but for parents these are hard to get finished in one night. We have been faced with 

extremely long wait times to talk to teachers, leaving to go talk to another teacher just makes the wait even longer… I 

have no idea how to fix this, but using online tools lets you know which teachers you may need to conference with, and 

hopefully people are connecting with them before the actual conference night. 

I have never had a problem gettign the information that I need from the teachers.

Conferences have been working fine for us.

Elementary--N/A  HS-- Arrange for families to attend at a certain time based on the first letter of their last name. Some 

how make it less time consuming... less waiting...

In the high school, a school messenger to let us know would be nice.  I only come into Hayfield maybe once a week and 

sometimes not the school

They are fine the way they are.

Our teacher [Name removed due to data privacy] is excellent about communicating with me. We email very frequently and 

she responds very quickly, even into the evening hours. She scheduled an individual conference with me that lasted over 

an hour. I appreciated an individual format because 15 minutes does not work when parents run late and feel rushed 

when the next set of parents is looking at you from the hallway. This format does not allow enough time to discuss things 

like socialization, only standardized test scores.

Elementary conferences are fine.  The High School conferences are difficult.  If you truly have an issue to discuss, I feel 

that it would be best to call and schedule with that teacher.  I understand why many parents do not attend them, unless 

your child is doing well without any concerns; it is difficult to discuss in the gym with parents waiting to speak with that 

same teacher.

Conferences for all parents in February, not just "need only" basis.
Have teachers put together a plan to help improve the students performance.  If the parents desire, have the teacher 

send out weekly, bi-weekly, monthly updates with suggestions on how to make this happen.  This may be done now but 

isn't communicated well.This is a general comment about survey. It may be more useful to break questions down by elementary or high school. 

Having 3 kids, it is hard to answer questions and portray an accurate feel. I believe the elementary school is doing a good 

job. I am disappointed with our high school.  Some things that are disappointing: several of the teachers, grading system, 

and JMC.

Keep the conference times on-time!  I know the teachers try their best, but 15 minutes is a short-time.  Maybe schedule 

longer sessions for more days/nights?  I do like that the second conference of the year has a note - "I don't feel a 

conference is necessary at this time" - I think this is good to continue. 

THE TEACHERS COULD LISTEN AND FOLLOW THROUGH ON WHAT THEY SAY THEY ARE GOING TO DO! 

Without the parents having to pester them to get the results the teacher promised.

Send a report card and time for conferences to both addresses listed as primary/secondary home of the child. Because of 

lack of communication between my daughter's father I nearly missed her teacher conferences. If I would have gotten the 

letter like I was supposed to (I am primary residence) then the issue would not have happened. 
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I check jmc offten so behavior is the only thing I am concerned with, and the teachers can email me with that information.

Have time limits for the teachers that need to see a lot of parents in a night (maybe 10-15 minutes)   

Works great~

I don't know if the student needs to be there or not.  If the teacher does not see the need for a conference then I expect 

my child would get all top grades on their report card - this is not the case.  

To make appts. when you feel it is neccesary to meet with them. It would be helpful if they would be available over the 

course of a week. It is a small commitment when you consider the whole of the year.

Teachers must send out emails to parents to inform them if the child is making a grade below "B", if there are missing 

scores, school work not handed in timely, poor test grade or anything else that is of concern.   This needs to be done at 

least twice before mid-term grade report and twice before the end of the quarter.  

Have both sets of conferences in the gym/lunch room.  If there is a problem, don't wait until conferences to discuss.  We 

all want students to succeed, so communicate before it is too late to for improvements that quarter.  

Conferences need to be set up on an individual student bases not just 15 minutes per conference.  Our teacher was 

aware of this & set us up for a 30 minute conference but I have hear parents feel rushed at conferences.Conferences are fine. It is nice to meet with the teachers at that scheduled time, more communication at other times 

would be nice.

We don't attend any more-same as above-feel like we are just going through the motions because the conversations are 

always shallow.  We don't feel it benefits our child because from past experience going to conferences, problems or 

conflicts are met with attempts to gloss over the issue by teachers who for whatever reason, appear not to really care 

about what we have to say.  Again, make open house and conferences an open communication session where parents 

feel like they have a voice and are meeting with a caring team member who is open and willing to listen without any 

repercussions landing on the student because the parents brought up a problem.   
It is difficult to get to all the teachers within the time frame allotted.  The line at some teachers is long and some people 

take quite a bit of time.  Perhaps a timer could be set for 15 minutes with these expectations communicated ahead of 

time.  If a family needs more than 15 minutes, ideally an additional meeting time could be arranged.  That would help 

keep lines moving.

It would be nice if teachers met more with parents to talk about parents concerns.

to short of time.  usually gets cut down to 10 minutes and is a hurried situation.  First quarter conference 1-1-1/2 months 

in after start of school is useless as there has been little done in the classroom.  

Please make a suggestion on how the district can increase parent engagement.
The parents need to feel like they are being listened to and that their concerns have merit. If that doesn't begin to occur, 

the parents are not going to want to engage.  

I like the new grading system.  However, Several Teachers are not up to date on publishing homework nor are they up to 

date on grading.  If my children does not get timely feedback, how can they improve? As a parent, how can I help them? I 

have had experiences where my child goes from an A- to an F 1 week before the quarter ends...How does that happen?  

It would be very nice if JMC also had future assignments entered. Then we can see what is due, if/when it is handed int, 

and the grade my child received.  It is very disappointing when I see a teachers web page (today) and there are only 

references of assignments from September.   What is the expectation for teachers to respond to parents?  I have emailed 

before and either A - received no response or B - received a response WEEKS later.  

Parent engagement is something that happens in the child's home, not necessarily at school.  You aren't going to force 

parents who don't want to be involved to suddenly care by punishing the rest of the parents who are involved with 

"special" worksheets or parent signatures on everything.  In other words, you can't force an adult to do something they 

don't want to or make a better decision when it comes to their child.   I love that I can monitor my child's grades and 

attendance on JMC, and they love knowing where they are at with their grades.  Communication between parents and 

children happens at home, not at school.  Schools are responsible for a child's education, plain and simple.

Create a database of families in the district with skills or hobbies to later use as a resource for options of looking for help 

in areas for the school district. Example: A family member with a computer background,who can help with any computer 

issues that the school has or a person with a media background who can help with any audiovisual, video, or audio 

needs, etc...  This can help the school board members look at who in the district can be called upon for help when the 

budgets are tight and don't have much options to work with.  There would have to be a section in the survey for 

permission to use the person as a resource.  
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More interaction from teachers to parents via emails.

If teachers are going to have websites and expect that to be the form of communication with parents then they need to 

keep them current.  Many times I have gone in to check assignments for the week and they are not up to date.  

We feel that this has gotten better with the website and teachers talking to parents encouraging them to come in and work 

with kids at certain times.  

Invite them... If there if a family that really could benefit from a school sponsored activity or program, Invite them, 

personally. A letter that comes home from school addressed to all district parents and students is read. A note that comes 

home personally addressed to the family is read and acted upon. I don’t mean write a personal note to ALL families, but if 

each teacher or administrator knows a  family or two that could possibly benefit from this I think they would be much more 

likely to attend with an personal invitation from the staff. Some of these families feel isolated either by educational, cultural 

or economic differences…make them feel like their attendance and input matters

A more welcoming staff and faculty. [Comment removed due to data privacy.]

Perhaps offer a free class or series of classes on proper parent, teacher, student relationships.  Explain what is expected 

from each person in this learning relationship.  How parents can better help their children and offer ideas on how to build 

a strong parent and teacher partnership.

[Comment removed due to data privacy.]

On the JMC, is there a way that when a "F" gets entered, that it automatically generates an email to the email address 

that the parent supplies to the school?  Or maybe that parent can set a threshhold of when an email gets sent through 

JMC?

Allow kids to get in free to sporting events accompanied by a parent. Therefore, parents with multiple children can afford 

to support the activities and concession stands while encouraging their own children about future opportunities. Or kids 

that are involved in that particular sport they want to attend get in free accompanied by a parent. Possibly more parents 

and families would go to the upper level games to show their support.

Create a standard teacher website template that all can use so it's easy to find the information that you need without 

having to figure out how it is all categorized and all the fonts etc. are the same. This is especially important for the "daily 

assignments" section. I can't read my child's planner half the time so it only serves as a mechanism verifying that I looked 

at it and initialed it even though I can't read what is written there. I get more benefit from the weekly newsletters and 

teacher websites.

I have tried to be engaged by attending meetings related to new grading system and sat in on school board meetings.  It 

is very obvious that decisions are ALREADY made thus giving suggestions or input to a process change are not taken 

seriously.  Decisions are often made related to individual punishment related to MSHSL league rules and are very 

subjective without any parent involvement.  It is very obvious to the public that decisions are made quickly without regard 

for consistency in many instances.  I think this has improved yet feel there is no opportunity for input or discussion of 

ideas when a policy change related to educational curriculum is in place.  The buy-in of the students is very important.  I 

would suggest that time be given to discuss future curriculum or grading changes and involve students.  I am sure there 

would be a 'student senate' that could weigh in on the discussion and help move any educational improvement change.  

Top down approach has been proven paternalistic and as a parent, it doesn't feel good to attend meetings where the 

'input' is merely dismissed and not validated.  Parents and students do not have a loud enough voice in this district.  

Students are 'labeled' at an early age in this school about which type of college they may be able to be successful at.  

Why not encourage students to raise the bar and conquer a higher level.  It is the 'chosen few' that are encouraged and 

highlighted, while the test scores are terrible and the blame is placed on the student.  Parent engagement needs to be 

earned by the school district.  How about implementing ACT prep courses?  Maybe being more transparent by posting our 

current test scores and how we compare to other area schools would get parents engaged.  Kasson posts ranking with 

other HVL schools related to state standard tests for the public to view.  What are we afraid of, we need to get busy and 

start improving instead of hiding behind just a few successful students - everyone should have the same chances.   

[Comment removed due to data privacy.]

Many teachers do not update the websites with assignments.....  This would be helpful.  I am a parent who checks JMC 

frequently and find that it takes some teachers a long time to enter grades. 
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Hard to make a parent suggestion when the school [Comment removed due to data privacy.]  has already made up their 

mind and not open to suggestions.  So in the end why make them anymore.....very discouraging and then wonder why we 

are dropping enrollment

Would like to receive more newsletters and communication between home and school. 

I appreciated getting an e-mail from one of my daughters teachers. I believe it was the only one I've ever recieved and it 

was actually a complimentary letter. I think too often the teachers focus on the worst students and communicate 

accordinly. It was refreshing to realize someone noticed a good student.

JMC updated so it can be viewed on a regular basis

More direct surveys. Example, what do parents think of a particular class their child was in.  This may give more direct 

feedback and may be more of a useful tool for the teacher.  Not all surveys should be used to grade a teachers 

performance but rather a tool to help them improve their teaching methods.    Some surveys should only be seen by the 

teachers and not by adminstration.  Teachers should know that their job's are not on the line by a bad group of surveys 

but rather a potential tool to help them improve their teaching.  

Do something to engage the whole family and make it fun -- challenge parents to read more than the kids with a website 

to record this, involve parents more with elementary sports and activities (basketball games, more parental involvement in 

t-ball and youth summer sports, drama club etc.)

Send notes home with students about upcoming PIE meetings, etc.

Have parent engagement that is how the district can increase parent engagement. The district doesn't listen to the voice 

of the parents and when they do try and voice something they are not heard. The parents have to have a say in things that 

happen it seems even when they are asked about something it doesn't really matter the board still passes it without a 

second thought.

I'm not sure. I think the district does a pretty good job. I'm glad that the activities/dates of things are posted on the 

marquee board outside the school, fully enjoy the JMC online tool- but would recommend that when a grade is entered, 

that the date of the assignment also be put in every time. 

More opportunities for parents to learn with their kids, story nights, science nights, etc. Bring opportunities to the school 

for parents to enjoy with their children.

NC

Parent appreciation day.

Encourage teachers to use the volunteers that use the new sign up.

Dont forget the parents.. stay commited and stay driven to keep in touch with parents.  Try not to drop the ball... not say it 

happens but some people need to be spoon fed..; )

Do away with the grading system.  90% of your grade based on test seems to only benefit the Principal and Adm.  The 

student and parents are now only concerned about test and not the day to day learning skills.  Certainly not like the real 

world.    My idea, lower this standard by 20%.  I do like the idea of students being able to retake a test with no penalty.  

This allows students to study more and allows the student to correct there mistakes.  Maybe only allow the students to 

retake a test 2 times in a class per quarter if you lowered the standands.    I personally have talked to other parents that 

do not like the current system and atleast one parent(with a smart child) thinking of leaving the district.  

It is unfortunate that some parents are either unable or unwilling to actively participate on behalf of their children. But, it is 

not the place of the school to make a judgement on whether or not a parent is sufficiently engaged. Rather, the school 

should make every effort to be proactive on the child's behalf and continue to do it's part of being supportive in whatever 

amount of participation the families offer. A positive and responsive approach encourages more parent involvement.

Welcome parents with a smile when they are in the school.  Far too often, teachers and principals do not even 

acknowledge parents [Comment removed due to data privacy.]  Some parents are not in the school regularly unless it is to 

attend sporting events so making them feel welcomed is important.  

Not sure.

Have all teachers update their websites weekly with the class assignments.
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[Comment removed due to data privacy.]  Get rid of the Grading for Learning policy as it is not student friendly and is not 

working.

Hire better teachers!  We have some high quality, caring, loving teachers who should be the minimum standard that is 

necessary for employment within the Hayfield school system.  We realize that we are a struggling district-enrollment 

dropping, money is tight, but if we hire great teachers, we attract families and students to our community.  Same with 

coaching!  If we hire coaches who put the kid first-the whole child as a person-we will attract families and kids.  This 

should be a baseline/foundation for building the school.  Put pride aside, put friendships and alliances aside, hire good 

employees!!  We know this is possible because we have been in business and hired many employees.  It takes time and 

patience to find the right employee, but it is possible and the pay off is gold.

This is a tough one.  Parents have to want to get involved.   Conferences are a good way to get parents involved.  

Perhaps a third conference in April would be good.

PIE is the only organization that we are invited to participate in and the literature we are sent indicates PIE's primary 

function is to provide a few parties for students to celebrate a few european traditional festivals rather than for any sort of 

educational support.  Occasionally parents are also asked to help with phy ed activities.  Rarely we are asked for 

assistance in early reading and math activities in the classrooms.  If there is need for an increase in parent engagement 

then asking for help with specific tasks would be my first suggestion.

Having parents come in for pre-registration is a waste of time. Registration changes and the classes the students select 

often times are not available. For parents who have to drive in to Hayfield just to turn in a form, is a waste of time.

More individual communication from teacher directly to parent (email is fine) regarding if child is not working up to 

expectations.  

How could the district improve Open House night to better meet your needs as a parent?
I'm not really understanding why the school pictures are on Open House night in August, kind of makes things a zoo.  An 

option to pick up the paperwork that needs to be filled out ahead of time would be nice for those of us with off-shift work 

schedules.

Hayfield Elementary Open House seemed crowded in the classrooms this past year. Could use more chairs or offer more 

time options than just two seperate time slots.    

More dates.

We feel that the district does a good job with open house.  The teachers are willing to communicate and have open 

discussions when needed.  Most staff is available to help with any needs.  All signups and fees are in a general area so 

you know where you need to go.

Our family loves open house night! It's a great start to the elementary/jr. high school year. And we would never miss it.  

On the flip side of that, our high school students HATE it! We go, get the appropriate paper work, photos, ask any 

questions we NEED to have answered and scram before we could possibly be seen by anyone our kids know. It’s not that 

we don’t want to meet ALL the staff and hang out in OUR old school… we don’t do it, at their request and out of respect 

for our child. 
I think the Open House night works pretty well the way it is now.  The taking of pictures on that night seems to take the 

most time.

I think open house night is fine.

N/A

Open house? at the beginning of the year or conferences for the high school.  I feel that conferences for the high school 

could be better advertised

The information that is given at this event is sufficient. 

Do not have picture taken for open house night.  It is too chaotic.    

I feel that the open house night is great!  I also want to thank the bus drivers for attending and allowing ?'s.  It is very nice 

for our children to see/meet their bus driver before the first day of school!  

Would like more one-on-one time with teacher to ask questions and make that personal connection.

Have sports sign up, Open House, Club sign up's, etc. all on the same night.  Parents do not have time to go back and 

forth to school for multiple sign ups.  

It would be nice to have a weekend day as an option - it is difficult to get from work to the school and make sure that kids 

fed and are in bed on time!
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Open house night does not seem useful. The students get their schedules and get their pictures taken but that is all that 

happens, in order to better meet the needs of the parents for high school students is to eliminate the open house because 

the parents have no use going to it except to pay fees and fill out paper work. This would be done more efficantly in a 

home setting when parents have all the time they need to finish. A lot of parents just send their children, so it is mostly a 

waste of time.

N/A

Supply kits available to purchase at a reasonable price.  

NC

I think it is fine the way it is.

One suggestion I have is for the teachers to close the classroom doors during their presentations. We were in the back of 

the classroom and between parents talking in the teachers' area and the hallway, it was very difficult to hear.

I appreciate the child's teacher to have a class schedule handout ready to go home with parents on open house night. I 

would encourage a JMC user tutorial.

HS open house night is mainly just the kids picking up their schdules.   Could have departments present their 

requirements Liked the mock schedule

Works well for those of us who have had children in the district.  I do think we need to be sure new parents understand 

what is expected and maybe have an gathering or welcoming of adults of just kindergarten or new parents to district.. 

maybe coffee and cookies meet and greet...prior to the actual open house date OR maybe have a meet/greet two weeks 

in to follow up with parents to see how things have gone OR have a phone call initiated by the school to the family to see 

how they are doing. Maybe something PIE could take on... just a thought ; )

Is Open House night "kick off night"?  I would like the kids to be able to bring all their supply list that night so that they 

don't have such a big, stuffed, heavy backback on the first day. We were told that in 4th grade, there would be homework 

every night; my son rarely has homework. 
I would rather they instruct us on how we can support our children in the classroom in terms of a teacher-parent team 

effort. I would like them to be specific about what parents should do if they find their child struggling, and how that will play 

out in a teacher-parent approach.   The children's responsibilties should be discussed with them on the first day of school 

in the classroom.

I have no suggestions on Open House night.

Elem. School - wonderful job.  Learn a lot from the teacher when they give their presentation.    High School - what is 

done besides paying for supplies?

More useful information. Pretty much say the same thing every year. - Change the grading for learning (grade test only) 

ploicy. - Hopefully next year at open house you'll be discussing a new grading policy.
We don't attend anymore as it is usually a repeat of previous years and redundant.  I think every parent should be 

contacted by their child's teacher (every one) whether they attend open house or not.  There are many kids that don't 

have parents who for whatever reason never attend open house-so open house shouldn't be something that teachers 

count on as the only way to connect with kids and parents before the school year starts.  Teachers NEED to get involved 

in the kids lives alot more than they currently do.  It begins with hiring teachers who put the kids first and they really, truly, 

care about their students.

It would be nice to review the user ID and password for lunch account and JMC online.  This could be in a confidential 

envelope or available in the office since over the summer this gets forgotten.

I think that the staff needs to be more approachable in meeting parents and making them feel welcomed.  

Call us in when problem or let us know when child does something good.  I never hear from high school teachers at all.  

Elem-I find out on JMC when I get time, otherwise don't hear anything and feel kids may need more 1 on 1 attention to 

make sure they are grasping information and applying themselves.

How can the district support you as a parent in promoting your child's success?
get rid of the grading system!
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As previously stated, stop being so pro teacher and listen to the concerns (valid concerns!) parents have. Hire better 

teachers. If the school doesn't get a better quality of teacher, the children will fail. [Comment removed due to data 

privacy.] How am I supposed to feel supported in a situation like this?? Any issue that has been brought forward has 

been dismissed. So far, only one teacher that I have had concerns about remains in the district. But not once were my 

concerns validated. The teacher was defended in a way that left my child and myself feeling helpless and hopeless. In 

each situation, it was things outside the classroom that forced the district to get rid of the teacher. I have heard a 

comment that the district is nervous to let these less than stellar teachers go because it's afraid the next one might be 

worse. I truly hope this is not how the district is functioning. Our children will fail then. I am very disappointed in the district 

as a whole. I'm hanging on til my last child is out of there. Not a positive way to view a school!

Develop processes in the district to improve teacher to parent communication.  
The new grading scale or whatever you call it, where the tests count for more of their grade than they used to is a system 

that is setting them up for failure.  Yes, it is more like a college would expect in that attendance and daily work do not 

have a higher percentage of the grade than the tests.  But, letting them have retakes if they don't like the grade they 

received sends the message that you don't have to be prepared because there is another chance to make it better...  

When they get into college or the real world there aren't retakes.  If you don't prepare the first time and give it your best 

shot to begin with, you will fail.  Maybe more emphasis on preparing for the tests and making sure that the students have 

grasped the material, not offering retakes on everything, maybe offering extra credit to make them work a little harder to 

get the better grade.  I would hate to send a straight A student to college and see them fail miserably due to the 

expectations they had from a poor high school grading system.

I hate the new grading system.  For children that are not "test takers" this has been a very hard year for them as well as 

their parents - they are very discouraged with the system and when each test arrives no matter how much they have 

studied if they get a "C" they think that they have done wonderfully - I have heard rumors that the school only went to this 

system because we had too many students graduating with a 4.0 - if this was the reason I feel bad for the seniors - if they 

had a 4.0 going into their Senior year and then the grading system was changed and they were not test takers this takes 

them out of many scholarship awards.  I think the new grading system helps the teachers more than it helps the students 

by far.  

Emails to parents.
Better parent to teacher communication.  I attend conferences but do not feel I hear the full story, and they are not private 

in any way when done in the gymnasium or lunchroom and rushed when there is a line of other parents waiting to speak 

to the same teacher.    Employ teachers that are skilled in the "technical" classroom in which they are teaching.  If we 

want our children to be successful then we need teachers who are being innovative, engaging the students and are 

excellent educators.  Based on feedback from my children, other students and their parents, there are some teachers in 

this school district who's tenure should be assessed.  When registering this past month for next year's electives, there 

were unfortunately some classes my children chose not to take (even though it would benefit possible future plans) 

because of the teacher.  

We feel that some of the high school required classes such as Choir, Band, Ag, Woodshop should not be required for all 

kids to take as some of them might not be interested in them and it cause alot of disruption in class for the kids that really 

want to be there.  We would also like to see more classes that will benefit them in the future offered.  Maybe linking up 

with other schools to be able to offer these classes would be something to look into.
I find if I have a question and e-mail the teacher I get a quick response to my concerns. My concern is that with the new 

grading system my child's GPA dropped from 3.5 to 2.6. I attended parent teacher conferences and they were all 

supportive and said things will come but I not sure how else to support my child. Her [Comment removed due to data 

privacy.]  and [Comment removed due to data privacy.] teachers offer tutoring after school. If this had not been offered, 

she would have failed [Comment removed due to data privacy.] instead she was able to get a C. I am not sure what else I 

can do to help her succeed academically. She is frustarted as well and has said "I just need to get through this year". My 

other concern is with the new system they can retake their test so I hear why study for the first when they can use it as a 

trial run and then retake. 

Honest communication. Also updating the information on your web pages and JMC.
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Communicate!   High turnover of HS faculty.   Offer college in the high school courses.  Provide info to parents/students 

regarding PSEO to those who qualify.  [Comment removed due to data privacy.] told my child they wouldn't succeed - 

WRONG!  Offer courses (9th/10th) on life skills/study skills and college/career planning, if not sooner (7th/8th).  Prepare 

students for the next stage of life - college.  Offer an ACT prep course for .5 credit.   Respect - students won't give respect 

if they don't receive it and vice versa.  [Comment removed due to data privacy.]   Too robotic & rigid of an atmosphere - 

relax and let children grow.  When a child acts up, talking goes a long way - better than ISS.  ISS is a quick fix on the 

schools part and you really don't get to the root of a problem or even get to know the child.   Athletics!  Wow, what do I 

say.  The head coach from each sport should be involved in building their program from elem/7th/8th on up.  [Comment 

removed due to data privacy.]  Don't see any spirit banners in gym during events.   Healthier menus with larger portions.  

Menu has high fat content, quick and easy meals, not nutritious enough.   Elementary years - no complaint/received a 

good education.  High School - like the curriculum, but respect/attitude/behavior needs work.   As far as the survey, offer 

a "does not apply" choice to some statements or have a section for elementary only.  If my child is not able to read/write 

by the end of elementary years, I would have taken them out a long time ago.  

It is very tough in a small school district to offer all the classes without having students leave the Hayfield campus for a 

college campus.  I know that there are more schools beginning to offer a program that when a student graduates from 

High School they either have completed or they are very nearly completed with an Associate's Degree.  Taking the 

Hayfield School in this direction would allow the students to get a leg up before leaving for school.  Also having a program 

like this would keep more students on campus and perhaps bring in more students for open enrollment.  I believe the 

more students that we keep at our school and at the same offer students what they need for college is what is needed for 

continued success.
Continue hiring good teachers, [Comment removed due to data privacy.] You have good teachers , [Comment removed 

due to data privacy.] I have first hand experience with each of these teachers and they have been great! Congratulations 

to the hiring committee. 

More feed back when you have contacted the school when there is an educational concern with your child.  Such as you 

had a meeting with the "team" and did not hear back after that.

Get rid of the new grading system. 

get rid of the grading system.

Re-review the busing schedule. My child still has the longest ride of any child for the 2nd year in a row even though there 

are many children who live south of us. I know it was evaluated last year, yet nothing has changed. My child gets the bus 

at 6:50 a.m. and gets home at 4 each day. We want to keep [Name removed due to data privacy.] for a bus driver 

because she is so kind and caring to her kids.

Be more honest.  Share our dismal test scores, VALIDATE that our math program is behind.  [Comment removed due to 

data privacy.]   How is that success?  I keep hearing "kids need to work harder"....how about teachers being able to teach 

better and encouraging kids rahter than give up on them?  Is the home internet teaching math assignments what we 

need?  Again, you have adopted this as a new program yet there was zero parent or student input.  How about a small 

test group to see if the data shows success.  We can't compare ourselves to Byron as they are an award winning school 

in many areas with technology support unlike ours.  The lack of confronting issues related to success of our kids is a 

problem.  THere is no difficulty confronting MSHSL rules and following through with assuring kids behave at games.  Let's 

work on the educational part now.....  Incorporate Study Skill classes or weave this throughout high school.  I know WEB 

and junior high spend a little time but if our grading system is going to be successful for future test score success, 

embedding the tricks of studying needs to be from elementary through senior high.  

Same as above....you have some very good teachers that work with you and you have some awful ones that are not open 

to suggestions or willing to help out.  [Comment removed due to data privacy.]   The sports side of it is the same way.  

[Comment removed due to data privacy.]  The parents and students are suppose to respect the coaches....what happend 

to the coaches respecting the kids.  This has happened 3 different times and keeps getting brushed off.  Just as well as 

those teachers not working with the parents-  [Comment removed due to data privacy.] .  All the more reason for kids to 

fail in our school.  No more reasons to speak up anymore.....continue to get put down just like the kids.  We almost pulled 

out this year and seriously looking at something else for next year.

go back to the old grading system. this 90 10 is ridiculous!

Constant communication and ongoing opportunities to discuss what is best for my child.
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Not all children are B or A students.  How does the school promote the other students that are improving and are good 

students.   If a student is a sub B student and is making strides the school should reconize the student with a hand written 

note, etc from the principle/teacher of their accomplishments for example.  If the student is properly motivated, who 

knows they may turn into a B or A student.  

[Comment removed due to data privacy.]  Why do kids do worksheets every day?  Wouldn't projects etc. be so much 

more engaging.  My child went from loving [Comment removed due to data privacy.] to not enjoying it at all.   Grading 

System:  I have not met one parent/ OR CHILD  who likes it.  GET RID OF IT!  I really feel like we will lose students 

because of it.   I'm satisfied with the Elementary, but quite honestly.. not our High School this year.

The JMC website is a big disappointment!   Often when you check online student scores are not udated, some teachers 

don't update until end of quarter.  Their are teachers that enter nothing until grades come out.  LAZY!  Is their teaching 

ethic the same?  This could be a very useful tool for parents to use with their kids if updated. ( I check several times a 

week)

I feel the new grading system, putting test at 90% of the grade, is not a good system.  Kids are being taught for the test 

and everything (homework, etc) else no longer matters.    The teachers, parents and students as a majority strongly 

disagree with this grading system.  Should we teach only to apease adminstration with higher state/national test at the 

expense of the student performing worse on their report cards?  I fear this will cost the district in enrollment.  

Teach us about the programs in the school (my daughter is a second grader and I still don't understand how AR 

works....), give more frequent progress reports - maybe a quick recap 1X per month on the topics that needed 

improvement on report cards.

Listen to what we have to say! This is the best support for parents in promoting a child's success. If our child needs extra 

help the help has to be offered and the district has to be aware of how the teachers are teaching and if the children are 

learning anything. If the grading system isn't helping and only hurting the children there has to be something done. Other 

students cheating shouldn't get a second oppertuinty it was their choice to cheat and therefor should be punished for it. 

The grading system is hindering my students success, they both could do better and are better students then the new 

grading system allows others to see. There have been to many changes along with the new changes for next year, this 

will farther hinder success of students.

Offer feedback more than once a quarter? 

More nutritional food service; nachos are not a meal.  Need to offer more non-processed options. Any way the kitchen 

could be utilized as a kitchen and not just serving food brought down from Hayfield.  Seems like a waste to have 

equipment there not being used.  Would be more nutritious for the students as well. All day every day kindergarten, we 

are falling behind children in other locations. Change the busing so that it is not shortening the day in Brownsdale.  They 

start later and get done earlier than the students in Hayfield.  There are more needs in Brownsdale due to SES so the 

more time teachers have with the students the better.   Try to incorporate other disciplines for students to explore; 

different languages, more art and music, etc. 

1. The lunches at the school are not healthy enough. The main choices are processed foods that are high in fat & are not 

healthy. I understand the meals may meet the "standards" but they are not good enough. The school menus have been 

generally the same for many years & should be reviewed/updated. It is good that a salad bar is offered to some kids. 

Take a look at the options on the salad bar... are they healthy. Why not make it available to all the students?  2. I feel the 

teachers have been great with our children..... respectful, caring, effective & efficient! I question the actions of some other 

staff such as a janitors and some para-professionals. These people need to be respectful & careful with the students in 

Hayfield too.  3. Can anything be done to improve the sports programs in Hayfield. I hear there are not very many Hayfield 

Students participating in after schools sports. It would be great for the school & the community to encourage more 

students to play sports. Coaching & athletic program directors should be held responsible for building ALL the sports 

programs in to successful entities.  We are very fortunate to have children in the Hayfield School. It is a safe learning 

environment. Thank you for that & keep up the good work!  

My children get a job well done and get to not be grounded for success in school so I think anything more would make 

them attention needy.

More options for the accelerated student. Need foreign languages offered in earlier grades. 

Listen and care.   Say.. let me think about that...and get back to you.. Also say... please remind me with a phone call or 

email as Im busy and may forget..  dont just shut peoples ideas down.. people need to feel heard and accepted.    It takes 

a community to raise a productive enlightened child. 
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See that those students who need more challenge are given it.  

Again, the emphasis appears to be on the involement of the parent. This emphasis is not within the scope of a school's 

authority. The school needs to focus on its responsibilities to the child and any parental involvement offered. Teachers 

and administration would be better served by focusing on the ways in which they can independently have an impact on the 

child's potential success within the academic and school environment.  This approach doesn't minimize the benefits of 

parent involment, but rather focuses on the reality of a families unique situation--for better or for worse.

Communicate with me.  Communicate on how my child is doing.  Put lessons on JMC.  I NEVER see them posted which 

makes it difficult and usually impossible to monitor my child in getting work done.

Reevaluate the new grading and behavior system.  As one of only 3 high schools in MN doing this, our children's grades 

and GPA are going down.  When a child is applying to colleges and most other MN schools aren't on this grading system, 

it looks to colleges that my child's GPA is low compared to the other schools. If my child attended another MN school or in 

Hayfield past years, my child would have better grades and GPA by using the standard grading system.  With this new 

grading system and lower grades given to students, should the GPA be lowered for the 10th graders and under to achieve 

high honor roll?  The school upped the GPA for bad grades so kids could participate in activities, so why punish the good 

students?  Behavior system needs steps.  If a child makes a "minor" mistake, the consequences are same as if child was 

taking drugs or alcohol.  What say does school board have in changes in the grading and behavorial process?  As rules 

are tweaked throughout the year, does prinipal/administration have all the say or do changes go through the board?  My 

student excelled in math in past years, this year with new system, my students grade is way down.  Why did so many 

juniors quit precalculus?  This is my first year that I feel Hayfield schools are slipping and we have good teachers.  

Food Program needs to have fresher food choices.  There should NEVER be a time that hot dogs are green, buns are 

moldy and/or milk is spoiled.  More diligence needs to be encouraged by kitchen staff.  Kids should not be 'quieted' about 

a food concern.   If money is a concern, admit it.  Microwaves need to be accessible IN the lunch room to make it easy for 

kids to bring from home if needed.  My kids tell me the microwaves are hidden and take a long time to heat up food. They 

wouldn't bring food from home if choices were healthier, homemade and fresh.   Is our food program a $ maker for the 

district?

Do away with the new grading system before too many more leave HHS (including us!)

[Comment removed due to data privacy.]   Just listen, really listen to what each and every parent AND student has to say and offer.  So many times parents or 

students come in with a problem and are told what they as a parent or student need to fix instead of how the teacher, 

school, and parent with the student can do together to solve the problem.  Search out and hire the best quality teachers 

and don't compromise on this issue.  Get rid of the poor teachers as quickly as possible.  Poor teaching methods breed 

students with poor attitudes and parents who lose confidence in their school district.   This should apply to every 

employee of the Hayfield school district. Be open to criticism and welcome problems as a way to fix, mend, heal, and 

improve relationships with students and parents.  Keep problems and issues with students and parents confidential.  

There is nothing more demeaning than having confidence betrayed.  This closes the line of communication completely, 

kids and families are labeled, and the student suffers.  For starters, is this survey confidential?  This was not clarified 

anywhere.  If not, will my child suffer the consequences of being honest for the first time?  Will this stop some parents 

from filling out this survey?  I fill this out with the hope that even one issue will be addressed and a change will occur.   In 

conclusion, there are some really, really good teachers, coaches, and staff members within the Hayfield school district, 

individuals that really love and care about the lives they touch, but there are several that don't.  There are some 

individuals who really listen and work to make a difference in the lives of their students, but there are several that don't.  

There are individuals who rise above what is popular, what is the latest gossip, what is sensational at the moment, and 

there are several who don't.   We want Hayfield Schools to succeed!  We want people to say, "Your kids go to Hayfield?  

We've heard what a great school system that is!"  Build your base of employees out of solid, caring individuals along with 

a mentality of "love one another" and Hayfield will prosper.            
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Too many missed school days [Comment removed due to data privacy.] .  Unacceptable to me.  When a student misses a 

class, they can easily make up the homework, but they cannot make up the class discussion.  This is valuable and not 

worth missing school for an [Comment removed due to data privacy.] event so many times throughout the year. School 

lunches need to be healthier.  Ala carte items should not be available unless they are all healthy choices.   Parents should 

get to fill out a performance review on the teachers.  Some teachers do a great job and truly love what they do, and some 

teachers don't put a lot of effort into teaching so the students grasp the concept.   [Name removed due to data 

privacy.] could try smiling and encouraging her students instead of scaring them away from her classes.  [Name removed 

due to data privacy.] could get more organized and notify the teachers more than just a few days in advance of events 

that take the students away from school.  Also, [Comment removed due to data privacy.] need to be more structured--

start on time and end on time. [Name removed due to data privacy.]  does an excellent job!   [Name removed due to data 

privacy.]  is approachable and very helpful to the students, and does a great job.

Allowing children to bring home school text books or obtaining extra copies of them in order to better assist with 

homework rather than directing us to navigate online resources for homework assignments.

tutoring programs for those children that need it.

You should get rid of the new grading system...to much emphasis on tests and not on homework...I believe it's just an 

easier way for the teachers so they don't have to look over and grade homework and just give the kids a test and see how 

they do??? I've heard that it was because we had to many students with a 4.0 grade average...just wondering how many 

students this year have a 4.0????? Stupid idea!!!!!! We gave it a chance let's go back to the old grading system!!!!

Afterschool homework/study time.  Parents don't have time to help as they are usually working til 6.  Kids can do this 

homework after school in a more controlled environment.

The new grading system in the High School.  This needs to be discontinued.  I have talked to many parents and students.  

I haven't met one person who likes it.    I am satisfied with the Elementary.  I am not satisfied with the High School this 

year.  I feel the grading system is ridiculous.  
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